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This is a first-rate introductory book that takes a practical approach to solving problems using C++.

It covers a much wider scope of C++ programming than other introductory books Ive seen, and in a

surprisingly compact format. - Dag Bruck, founding member of the ANSI/ISO C++ committee The

authors present a clear, cogent introduction to C++ programming in a way that gets the student

writing nontrivial programs immediately. - Stephen Clamage, Sun Microsystems, Inc., and chair of

the ANSI C++ committee Anyone reading just this one book and working through the examples and

exercises will have the same skills as many professional programmers. - Jeffrey D. Oldham,

Stanford University Why is Accelerated C++ so effective? Because it: *Starts with the most useful

concepts rather than the most primitive ones: You can begin writing programs immediately.

*Describes real problems and solutions, not just language features: You see not only what each

feature is, but also how to use it. * Covers the language and standard library together: You can use

the library right from the start. The authors proved this approach in their professional-education

course at Stanford University, where student
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This is a nice change for the better! Instead of introducing the basics and then going on to class

design, inheritance, and polymorphism, Andrew and Barbara delay things such as class design until

the latter part of the book and instead launch straight into use of the STL, illustrated with practical

examples of how to use STL containers and algorithms to solve programming problems.As far as I



am concerned, this is definitely a change for the better. Most programming projects I see heavily

abuse inheritance to do things that would have better been done with templates and, as a rule, most

C++ projects continue to ignore the STL, even though it is probably the most fundamental

contribution to C++ programmer productivity in years. Following this book, readers are encouraged

to use STL from the word go, which is as it should be.The language and flow of the book are

excellent, and the presentation is very lucid. What really shines through is that both authors are

experts on the topic and really know what they are talking about. The explanations of language

features are complete, correct, and precise. There is none of the muddled exposition that I find in so

many other C++ books. The teaching experience that Andrew and Barbara have gained over the

years is truly reflected in the prose. The book anticipates many questions and typically answers

them just at the right time, namely, when the question is just about to pop into the reader's

head.Information density of the book is high. A lot of information is packed into few words, so the

reader has to concentrate on what is being said, and skipping paragraphs is not something that I

would recommend.

I'll start by saying that I probably would not have understood this book as well as I have, if I had not

already been teaching myself C++ through other forums (primers and online). The thing that most of

these other forums have in common is that they start with the basics and build up slowly to the more

abstract concepts. The problems come during the switchovers (char* to string, procedural

programming to object oriented, pointers to iterators, linked lists to containers, etc). In almost all

cases you learn the more basic, and paradoxically more difficult concepts first. Then you have to

'unlearn what you have learned' in order to use the more advanced concepts.So what's different

about this book? It teaches a mix of syntax and 'advanced' concepts right from the beginning. You

learn the basics of loops and choice statements while using the Standard Library. You also use

them in specific examples that have real world uses (the grading program in the first few chapters

for example). The Standard Library is _easy_ compared to arrays, char*, rolling your own linked list,

using pointers, etc. Since it takes far less time to learn, you can be writing useful programs very

quickly. _Then_ the authors go on to describe some of the more 'basic' concepts, usually in terms of

how they implement some of the ideas behind the Standard Library. Since you have that

understanding already, things like pointers become easier not only to learn, but to understand how

they can be used.I have one complaint about the book, and that's with the grading program,

specifically how it appears in Chapter 4. As written, it's very confusing to actually enter data to get it

to run correctly. A minor complaint though, considering how many times I thought to myself 'Aha!



Since I'm reviewing both "Accelerated C++" as well as "Thinking in C++", I thought I'd post the

review on both book links.There have already been excellent reviews of this book, but I would think

the main reason people purchase these books is because they have an explicit purpose, which is to

learn Standard C++. That being said, C++ is one of the most powerful and multi-faceted languages

around, and no other language provides both high level abstractions and low level control in one

programming language as C++.Because of these features, it is often opinied that C++ is too

complicated, large and takes too long to master. While there are some merits to this criticism, many

important real world systems are being bult with C++ and professional developers need to master

the fundamentals of C++ now. With that in mind, and after spending (or wasting) much money on

various books proclaiming to teach C++ from the ground up, it was not until reading Konig and

Moo's "Accelerated C++" and Eckel's "Thinking in C++" and in that order, that I finally "got it".Why I

emphasize "in that order" in the last paragraph, is due to the methodologies used to teach C++ by

ACPP and TICPP, and due to this, its best to read ACPP first, then TICPP for the most effective

learning. Here's my reasons:ACPP teaches C++ in a top down fashion. What I mean by this, is that

the higher level Standard Libraries are integrated right from the start to teach programming

contructs such as looping, selection and decisions making using library facilities such as , , and .

The Standard  is utilized from chapter zero, and relieves much of the burden of C strings and all the

low level details one would have to know to use them properly.
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